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Global  Mergers:  Blackstone  Group  LP  (BX)  will  acquire  German  property  developer  Officefirst

Immobilien AG & Co KG by March 14.

China's Weichai Power Co Ltd (000338:CH) raised its stake in German industrial vehicle and supply chain

system maker Kion Group AG (KGX:GR). 

Dow Chemical Co (DOW) and EI du Pont de Nemours & Co (DD) offered concessions and the companies’

merger deadline got extended to April 4 from March 14. 

Emerson Electric Co (EMR) will acquire Pentair Plc's (PNR) valves and controls business.

General Electric Co (GE) will acquire private rotor blades manufacturer LM Wind Power Holding A/S. The
conglomerate  bought  Bit  Stew Systems  Inc  and  Wise.io  Inc  to  enable  power  machines  to  connect  to
databases and analytical software.

John Hancock Preferred Income Fund III (HPS) will acquire joint control of insurance and real estate asset

manager New Frontier Properties Ltd (NFP:SJ), now solely controlled by US private equity firm. 

L'Oréal SA (LRLC) may restructure its body-shop brand citing slumping sales and profits internationally. In

body-shop operating profit slid 4.8% to 920.8 million euro in the year to December 31, 2016.

Metro Pacific Investments Corp (MPI:PM) in the Philippines is forming a joint venture to provide clinical

laboratory services together with Japan’s Mitsubishi Chemical Holdings Corp (4188:JP) and Marubeni Corp

(8002:JP). 

Tata Steel Ltd (TATA:IN) signed an agreement to sell its specialty steel business for 100 million pounds to

UK private engineering firm Liberty House Ltd.

Walt Disney  Co (DIS) is boosting ownership at France-based franchise  Euro Disney SCA (EDL:FP), the

amusement  parks  and  hotels  operator,  to  85.7%  from  76.7%.  In  off-market,  block-trade  acquisition,

Kingdom Holding Co's (KINGDOM:AB) ownership in Euro Disney will decrease from 10% to 1.0%.

Energy Assets:  Mergers  and acquisitions  in  the  energy sector  are  part  of  the  industry’s  refocusing  on

renewable energy sources and getting the most out of regulated grids. In Europe utilities have taken tens of

billions of write-downs on their conventional generation assets.

It is estimated that major European utilities will spend at least 40 billion euro by 2020 to upgrade their

networks, according to ongoing investment plans, including replacing old cables, buying new digital meters

and putting new IT in place.

ABB Ltd (ABBN:VX) and Siemens AG (SIE:GR) are leaders in integrated grid technologies and hardware
in  both  emerging  and  developed  markets.  Similar  to  venture  capital  investments  was  Alphabet  Inc’s
(GOOG) landmark purchase of digital thermostat maker NestLabs Inc in 2014.

Issta Lines Ltd (ISTA.TA), private Qundis GmbH, and Techem GmbH (3317157Q:GR) are three German

meter makers up for sale after last year Fortis Inc (FTS:CN) acquired electricity equipment and stations

provider ITC Holdings Corp for $11.3 billion. 

Total SA (FP:FP) in France acquired battery maker Saft Groupe SA for 950 million euros, while Oracle Corp
(ORCL) took over Opower Inc, maker of cloud-based utility software. 


